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Ribbon Cutting Celebration Draws a Crowd
Despite the rain, many turned out to officially open the new branch.
Brent Holderman, Paula Cobb and Stan Wilmoth catch up on banking before the guests arrive for the
Ribbon Cutting celebration.
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How to Increase Efficiency
An efficient work system is key to small-business success

Let’s face it — we could all probably benefit from a few tips on how to be more efficient with our time.
This is especially true when it comes to running a small business efficiently — you’re looking at more
productivity and results, and in turn, overall growth and success.

“Sooner or later, any company not operating efficiently will be out of business,” says Laurie McCabe,
the vice president of small and medium-sized business insights and solutions for research firm
AMI-Partners.

Whether it’s an ongoing project that’s been on hold for weeks, or meetings that never seem to end
(and ones from which you’ve gained zero valuable information), it can be difficult to get back on track.
So how can you improve the efficiency of your business? Read on to find out.

Automate tasks - If there’s a task you can automate, do it, even if it seems small — like sending pay
stubs to employees or mailing receipts to vendors.

“Business automation is not just a luxury; it is a necessity in today’s competitive environment,” says
CEO of FormSwift Sathvik Tantry. “Automating monotonous tasks saves your employees time and
allows them to do more productive tasks that require critical thinking or a human touch.”

If you’re worried about costs associated with automating certain tasks, Sathvik says you can rest
assured that while costs may be higher upfront, you’re cutting them in the end, plus improving
efficiency. It’s a win-win.

Avoid interruptions - While
interruptions may be near
impossible to eliminate altogether,
there are ways to limit them
throughout the workday to create
efficiency.

“We try to schedule multiple
meetings on the same day rather
than scattering them throughout
the week, and we block out time on
our calendars for actively working,”
according to Boomerang Customer
and Office Happiness Liaison
Alexander Moore.

When you’re constantly undergoing
distractions, it can be very difficult
to get back into the flow of things.

Skip mobile communication -
Ever notice that sending an email to a colleague doesn’t always get you the quick answer you were
hoping for? When you talk to each other in person, you’re more likely to get the answer you need
faster, without the wasted time.

“Skype, Google Chat and other online communication tools are always helpful when trying to shoot
over a quick message to your colleagues,” says CEO of Recruiter Miles Jennings. “However,







face-to-face interaction really speeds up the process of solving a problem, answering a question or
getting something important clarified.”

Don’t lose sight of your goal - While you should certainly strive for efficiency, it’s important not to let
that take the limelight over other goals, such as growing and strengthening your company.

“Efficiency is important — no question,” says President of SiteLock, LLC Neill Feather. “But for
startups and entrepreneurs, focusing too much on efficiency can distract from what is really important
for our businesses: growth.” Use a trial-and-error process to determine what works and what doesn’t
in terms of increasing efficiency — that way, you can focus on running a more efficient business while
continuing to grow and further succeed.

Keep company meetings short - By holding a 10-minute companywide meeting, you can cover the
basics and get everyone on the same page, all within a short period of time.

“Each day, we gather as a company for a 10-minute meeting called the Daily Huddle,” says David
Ciccarelli, the founder and CEO of Voices.com. “The meeting serves as a fire hose of information that
keeps everyone in the loop, including a roundup of our key performance indicators, the celebration of
accomplishments, and the identification of opportunities to improve. This process keeps us running
efficiently, as unnecessary meetings are eliminated.”

Being efficient with your time is crucial to making sure your business is successful, so follow these
steps and see your productivity soar.
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Fed: Small Financial Institutions “Best for Small
Business” Finances
Small financial institutions are still the best choice

Small financial institutions have a reputation for being the best source of small-business funding. Not
only do they understand the unique needs of small businesses, but they typically devote a much
larger percentage of their lending to small businesses compared with large chain banks.

The 2015 Small Business Credit
Survey by the Federal Reserve
indicates that this reputation is
well-deserved, and the trend of
small businesses and small
financial institutions sticking
together is going strong.

This report was conducted using
data gathered from polls distributed
to 3,459 small businesses. These
businesses hail from 26 states,
giving the study not only a large
number of data points to help
ensure accuracy, but also a wide
geographical breadth and therefore
the ability to generalize
observations about the
small-business climate throughout
the country.

“With so few significant, unbiased sources of information on small business credit, the Fed survey, a
joint effort of the Federal Reserve Banks of Atlanta, Boston, Cleveland, New York, Philadelphia,
Richmond and St. Louis, is a big deal,” according to Forbes Contributor Amy Feldman.

Overall, the study painted a good picture of small-business financing. Loan approval rates have
increased substantially from 2014, with 79 percent of small businesses getting funding in the form of
a loan or credit line. Furthermore, 45 percent of those seeking funding in 2015 received the total
amount they wanted, compared with just 38 percent in 2014.

“Our respondents did seem to have much more positive outcomes, and I think some of it may stem
from applicant quality,” states Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland Senior Policy Analyst Ann Marie
Wiersch. “This is not a random sample survey, but it does suggest that conditions have improved for
small businesses.”

The survey also examined the breakdown in where applications sought and received funding. It found
that banks are the primary place where small businesses seek funding.

“Despite the hooplah around alternative lenders, small businesses were still predominantly turning to
banks for their financing needs,” explains Feldman. “More than 90 percent of loan applicants went to
banks, compared with 20 percent that applied to online lenders, including Lending Club, OnDeck, CAN
Capital and PayPal Working Capital.”







Not all banks are created equal, however. The report makes it clear that seeking credit from small
banks was a more successful and pleasant experience than seeking funding from large banks.

“Credit applicants were most successful and most satisfied with their borrowing experience at small
banks,” according to the report. “Small banks approved at least some of the amount requested for 76
percent of applicants, while large banks approved 58 percent of applicants. Further, small banks
earned a satisfaction score (the net percent satisfied with their overall experience) of 75 among
approved firms, compared [with] a score of 51 for large banks.”

Not only was the experience of seeking funding from small banks better than that at large banks, but it
was far superior to the experience of seeking funding online.

“Three-quarters of those approved by small banks said they were satisfied, versus just 15 percent of
those who went to online lenders,” states Feldman. “The biggest complaints for the latter, in order of
troublesomeness: high interest rates, unfavorable repayment terms and lack of transparency.”

Overall, the economic climate for small businesses is definitely on the upswing, and that upward trend
is helped along by small financial institutions. You can learn more about the methodology and results
of this survey by reading the full report at
https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/media/smallbusiness/2015/Report-SBCS-2015.pdf.
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Introducing Heritage Bank's New EMV Chip
Embedded Cards 
Chip-Embedded Cards Will Soon Replace The Heritage Bank
Magnetic Strip Cards.
Within the next 12 months, your current Debit Card will be replaced with a new chip-embedded card
designed for increased security and fraud prevention. Your new Chip Card will feature a charcoal swirl
design and have an extended life of 39 months before it expires. Your card number WILL NOT
CHANGE. Your new EMV card will have the same number on it as your existing magnetic strip card.
Your expiration date WILL CHANGE, Please note that once you receive your new EMV card and
activate it, your existing magnetic strip card will be deactivated.

ACTION REQUESTED: Upon receiving your new Heritage Bank chip-embedded card, please
update the Expiration Date that you currently have on file with all of your merchants that
process your payment transactions automatically. For example, your monthly automatic utility
bills payments or your Pay Pal account setup information. QUESTIONS? Call or stop in and visit
with your Heritage Bank Banker. 
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5 Fun Facts About the Indy 500
Interesting tidbits about the history of the “Greatest Spectacle in
Racing”

The Indianapolis 500 is an American tradition, having been held on or around Memorial Day Weekend
every year since its inception in 1911. With over a century of history, there is a lot to learn about the
Indy 500, even for longtime racing fans. Here are a few fun facts about the Indy 500.

The biggest by far

The Indy 500 bills itself as the
“Greatest Spectacle in Racing,”
and while that claim may be open
to debate, the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway is inarguably the largest
spectator sports venue in the
world. With 235,000 permanent
seats, plus infield seating that
raises the capacity to
approximately 400,000, its capacity
puts every other sports venue to
shame. The Roman Coliseum,
Yankee Stadium, the White House,
Vatican City, the Taj Mahal, the
Rose Bowl and Churchill Downs
could all fit inside the epic 253-acre
oval, according to NewsDay.com.

Got milk?

One of the Indy 500’s most cherished traditions is drinking milk in Victory Lane after winning the
prestigious race. But where did it come from?

According to USA Today, legendary driver Louis Meyer was the first to do it, requesting a bottle of
buttermilk after winning the race in 1928, 1933 and 1936. An executive at the Milk Foundation saw a
newspaper photo of Meyer’s unusual celebration and vowed to make sure it became a tradition. He
succeeded—not only do victors still drink milk to this day, but it is also still used as a marketing
opportunity for milk. You can actually see the milk preferences of various racers if you visit
WinnersDrinkMilk.com, a website run by the American Dairy Association Indiana.

Plenty more to drink

Of course, milk is not the only beverage consumed at the Indy 500. According to
JeanKnowsCars.com, spectators consume 24,000 gallons of Coca-Cola products on race day, and a
whopping 145,000 gallons of beer. The raceway is so large and has so many attendees that there are
29 bars dedicated solely to Bloody Marys and margaritas spread across the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway. In other words, you are not likely to go thirsty on race day.

Women of the Indianapolis 500

Though Danica Patrick is the most popular and successful of the group, there have actually been a
total of nine women to compete in the Indy 500. The first female driver to start the race was Janet







Guthrie in 1977. Guthrie competed in three Indy 500s from 1977 to 1979, her best finish coming in
1978, when she placed ninth. The highest finishing position by any woman in the Indy 500 was third
place, achieved by Danica Patrick in 2005. Indianapolis Motor Speedway offers lots of interesting
information about women drivers on its website at
https://indianapolismotorspeedway.com/events/indy500/history/women-drivers.

Back home again (and again) in Indiana

Another Indy 500 tradition is the singing of “Back Home Again in Indiana” before the race. From 1972
until his final rendition in 2014, the song was sung by actor Jim Nabors, best known for playing the
character Gomer Pyle on “The Andy Griffith Show” and “Gomer Pyle, U.S.M.C.” Nabors got to know
the song very well over the decades during which he sang it annually, but his first time did not go so
smoothly. In 1972, Nabors was just a guest of track owner Tony Hulman, who asked him to sing the
song mere moments before the opening ceremonies began. With no time to rehearse, Nabors had to
write the lyrics on his hand.

With over 100 years of history and over 200,000 seats, the amount of facts and figures involving the
Indianapolis 500 can be a little staggering.
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Health Benefits of Cycling
The upsides of getting back on the bike and riding

Whether you are looking to lose some weight, feel better about yourself or simply take up a new
activity, cycling is a great use of your time. Cycling is a fantastic hobby that you can enjoy by yourself
or with friends, at dawn or at dusk and in spring or in fall. It is also a hobby that has multitudinous
benefits for your health.

Alternative to running

If you are trying to shed some
unnecessary pounds, running may
seem like the go-to method for
slimming down. However, an article
from LiveStrong.org points out that
cycling moderately for 40 minutes
burns only slightly fewer calories
than running for 40 minutes. What’s
more, it is noted that cycling is
easier for beginners to take up, and
it is also a kinder activity for those
with back and knee problems. The
lack of impact also makes cycling
easier on the joints, potentially
helping reduce the likelihood of
developing knee problems over
time when compared to runners.

Decreasing reliance on vehicles

Once you become comfortable enough on the bike, you will find yourself becoming more comfortable
with the idea of driving it in the presence of automobiles. Most cities and towns offer bike lanes, bike
paths or sidewalks that make it easy for cyclists to navigate without fear of an accident, and thus,
becoming proficient on the bike means that you will inevitably be able to forego jumping in the car for
certain trips. Once you retire, you may even be able to sell your vehicle in favor of riding your bike as
your primary source of transportation.

Live longer

According to the National Center for Biotechnology Information, an increase in physical activity
consistent with shifting from driving a vehicle for short trips to riding a bike for similar trips results in an
estimated 3 – 14-month gain in life expectancy. This increase in life expectancy would likely only
increase exponentially if cycling is used as a means to increase cardiovascular strength, muscle and
joint solvency, while also removing excess body fat and keeping weight low.

Better brain health

The benefits of cycling are not just felt in your muscles and joints, but also in your brain. According to
Shape.com, a number of studies indicate that cycling improves both the integrity and density of the
brain’s white matter, which improves the speed of connections between white matter and grey matter.
Additional studies found that cycling for approximately three months’ time led to an increase in the
mood, memory and stress-regulating brain-derived neurotropic factor. Riding a bike and taking in the







surroundings can be a stress-reducing and mood-enhancing experience, and these studies indicate
that doing so will make you sharper and happier from a mental perspective.

If you are considering taking up cycling, there are plenty of reasons to follow through. The benefits are
great in number, and you will likely experience those benefits within just a few days’ worth of riding.
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Make These Changes to Celebrate Clean Air Month
Use these simple changes to make the air cleaner this May 

May is Clean Air Month, which makes it the perfect time of the year to turn around your not-so-green
habits. There are a number of changes you can make to celebrate Clean Air Month; here are a few
you should consider making this May.

Stop using chemical cleaners

When choosing from a variety of
heavy-duty cleaners, many of the
strong smelling products can easily
pollute the air. If enough chemical
cleaners are used, the air can
quickly become so polluted that it
causes lung irritation. According to
The Organics Institute, you should
try to use white vinegar or regular
soap and water to clean. There are
also a variety of organic cleaners
that don’t use harmful chemicals to
get the job done.

Replace your air filters

Air filters cut down significantly on
the amount of pollutants in the air,
so change these filters frequently
to help keep the air in your home cleaner. If your air conditioner runs frequently during the late spring
and throughout the summer, having a clean air filter is even more important.

Quit smoking

Quitting smoking is a difficult task, but doing so is not only good for your health, it can also greatly
improve the cleanliness of the air around you. Pollutants from cigarette smoke are as bad as those
from automobiles and can sometimes cause even worse health problems. If you are a non-smoker
who still wants to help make the air cleaner, consider promoting the American Lung Association’s
Smokefree Air Challenge, which asks states to ban smoking in restaurants and bars.

Choose a cleaner way to commute

Choosing a cleaner form of transportation is one of the best ways to enjoy Clean Air Month. Start
carpooling to your destinations, such as work or even to family parties. This will reduce the amount of
pollutants emitted by vehicles. Other cleaner forms of transportation include biking, walking and using
public transportation. Also, consider consolidating the number of trips made while out on the road in a
car. Rather than making three separate trips, run three errands in one trip to reduce the amount of
pollution emitted by the car.

Save energy

Saving energy can help reduce air pollution significantly. Burning fossil fuels pollutes the air, so the
less used in heating or cooling the house, the better. Reduce the amount of gasoline, natural gas and
electricity used in the house to keep the air clean. Turn off the lights whenever a room is empty and







change lighting from incandescent to fluorescent. Also, ask the local utility company for energy
conservation tips and contemplate purchasing energy saving appliances. These changes are sure to
help the environment and make the air less polluted.

Though May is Clean Air Month, it is important to reduce the amount of pollutants in the air all year
long. By making these simple changes, you will help the environment, while also allowing you to
celebrate Clean Air Month in an appropriate manner.
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New Cars for 2016 
From all-electric to loaded luxury cruisers, there’s something for
everyone

The automotive segment is constantly improving, and the models that are coming out this year are an
impressive bunch. Here are three vehicles to keep your eyes on.

2016 Cadillac CT6

The CT6 is the newest sedan in the Cadillac stable, and it’s quickly garnering the attention of the
automotive media and customers alike. There are three engines available, ranging from a
turbocharged 2.0-liter with up to 31 mpg highway to a twin-turbo 3.0-liter that cranks out over 400
horsepower. Some of the highlights include a 34-speaker Bose® Panaray® audio system, an
Articulating Rear Seat Package that gives passengers a first-class experience with heating, cooling
and adjustable seat travel and the industry’s first rear camera mirror that projects an unobstructed
view in the rearview mirror.

“Loaded with advanced technology and luxury features, the 2016 Cadillac CT6 sedan is built to beat
the Germans at their own game: to become the best big luxury sedan in the world,” according to the
Detroit Free Press. “The CT6 makes a good case. Big and roomy, it drives like a smaller car, thanks to
radical lightweight body engineering and features like four-wheel steering. On twisty mountain roads,
crowded California highways and busy city streets, the CT6 delivered the goods: luxury, performance,
comfort, quiet and connectivity.”

2016 Chevrolet Camaro

The Camaro is a perennial favorite,
but the newest model takes things
a step further and has already
been rewarded with a 2016 Motor
Trend Car of the Year®
designation as well as a spot on
the Car and Driver “10 Best” list. A
new design, a more nimble driving
experience, three engines including
a new 455 horsepower 6.2-liter V8,
and plenty of advanced technology
help make this Camaro better than
any model in its illustrious history.

 “The sixth-generation Chevrolet
Camaro is lighter, faster, quieter
and smarter than all that came
before. [It is] better put-together,
now rides on Cadillac
underpinnings and, for the first time, has a better power-to-weight ratio (8.09 pounds per horse) than
its mortal enemy, the Ford Mustang (8.51),” added AutoWeek. “The historically heavy and brutish
pony car is dangerously close to being called sophisticated.”

Tesla Model 3

At a March 31 event in California, Tesla CEO Elon Musk unveiled the latest generation of the







At a March 31 event in California, Tesla CEO Elon Musk unveiled the latest generation of the
company’s newest electric model that is set to change the automotive landscape. In fact, only a few
days since its unveiling, over 325, 000 reservations had been made according to the brand. The
Model 3 will seat five, have a five-star governmental safety rating in all categories, come standard with
autopilot safety features, achieve over 200 miles on a single charge and sprint to 60 mph in under six
seconds. And the best part is, the vehicle is only $35,000 before incentives.

“Model 3 has been designed for the iPhone-generation consumer, whose [life is] digitally
super-centered, and the competition is completely clueless,” according to Global Equities Research of
Redwood Shores, California. More information on the Model 3 will be available in the coming months.

No matter what new vehicle you have your eyes on, stop by and let us help you get the financing you
need.
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